NEW DITCH PLANTATION
Reg Charity No 1107652
On the south west corner of Thriplow lies a wood known as Newditch
Plantation. The 7 hectare (17Acres) wood is an important habitat in an area of South
Cambridgeshire with little in the way of woodland cover. It is comprised mainly of
deciduous trees, including beech, hazel, oak, horse chestnut, ash and willow.
Elderberry and hawthorn provide cover at a lower level. In spring, large areas of the
woodland floor are covered in snowdrops. The remains of the original drainage
ditches can still be seen, and there are two ponds and an area of open pasture within
the bounds. Needless to say, the wood provides refuge to a variety of birds and
mammals.
HISTORY:
The first mention in existing Thriplow documents of this name is from the
Bishop of Ely’s Rent roll dated 1587 when Robert Brasyer paid 20 pence rent, it was
then described as ‘Meddowes’ or meadow land, that is grass that could be grazed by
animals but also mown for hay. On June 25 1774 the Overseers paid ‘men for
cleaning the New Ditch 131 rodd at 4 pence per rodd £2 3s 5d’, and from 1777-85
there were 254 man days paid for digging the New Ditch, but there is no mention of
the word plantation or any evidence of there being trees there. 1 This does not mean
there were no trees just that they were not mentioned.

The ‘New Ditch’ mentioned in the 18th century overseers’ accounts.
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The height of the bank is approximately four feet; originally it may have been deeper
becoming filled with leaves and debris over the years. The plantation is on the right
and the field on the left. Rackham says that in deerparks the wood side is on the
highest side of the bank and this may have been the case here if there was such a park
before the estate was sold in 1819.2
The earliest map of the area so far is the Draft enclosure map of 1840 below:

To Fowlmere

The Bury Manor with its medieval moats can be seen on the east; a large
triangular piece of land on the bottom west numbered 52 will be seen on later maps
marked as The Park. The striped blue areas are low lying wet land. The footpath
which leads to Fowlmere is at this point a causeway with the land on either side
dropping away. The red line shows the position of the ditch; it extends from the moat
for 140 yards and is possibly the ‘New Ditch’ mentioned as there is no other ditch
within the area. If this was the ‘new ditch’, cleaned out in 1774, was this because of
excessive flooding that year? The rainfall levels that year were indeed very high and
continued to be so until 1788 with the year 1785 having the highest level for a
decade.3

The next map is the Enclosure map of the same date, below:
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52 is marked on the enclosure schedule as The Park. The field adjacent is also
marked as arable. There is no sign of the ditch.
Below is the Tithe map of 1842:
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The colours from the original tithe map are Y = Yellow/ Arable, G = Green/
Grass, B = Blue/Water.

It would seem purely from studying the cartographic

evidence that the so called Park and the area above it were ploughed and cultivated
land until at least the time of enclosure. The Park had just over 6 acres which was
probably too small for a deer park so it is likely that it is the remains of a much larger
park dating from medieval times. In 1779 reference to the ‘sporting facilities’ of a

Mansion for sale is made4 and in 1819 Ambrose Bening the owner of the Bury died
and his estate sold; the sale particulars included:
‘Also the RIGHT OF SPORTING annexed to the Paramount Manor
of Triplow, which extends over upwards of 2,500 acres, and abounds
with game, which has been preserved.’5
The Cambridge Chronicle also reports a noteworthy event when a hare was chased by
hounds from a plantation in Thriplow and ran straight ‘Over Duxford, Ickleton,
Chesterford and Littlebury, thus from find to finish (taking the country as the crow
flies) having gone over eight miles, but more of course as they ran, in fifty-eight
minutes’ before the hare was caught.6
Sometime between 1819 and 1840 it would seem that the next owner not
being a sporting man, decided to cultivate the Park, so that by the time the tithe
commissioners arrived the land was indeed arable but before then if the sporting
rights covered 2,500 acres, it may well have had trees to give shelter to the game.
Again the ditch is not shown on the map.
The next map is the Ordnance Survey 25” to the mile of 1886, showing a
marked change in land use: This map, not being designed for tax or ownership
purposes, aims to show every detail there is and this particular edition aimed to show
every tree accurately. So the number of trees and the type can be fairly relied on to be
as shown:
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The triangular Park (185 and 186) has been curtailed. The northern boundary
of the Bury has been extended and planted with trees, note that the band to the top is
planted solely with conifers; this is where the deep ditch probably dug in the 18 th
century is. The field (171) in the middle has no trees and is probably meadow. There
is a total of 97 trees. It would seem from the cartographic evidence that the trees were
planted after enclosure. The 1901 O S map on the same scale is probably a revised
version of the previous map and is very similar.
In 1931 the tithe commissioners altered the apportionment and redrew the
maps as below:
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Source, Thriplow Tithe Map.7 The Bury had been renamed Thriplow Place.
This map shows the original triangular ‘Park’ though there were no trees marked on
165B; if these were newly planted they would not be recorded as they were not
titheable. The number of trees shown comes to 57 compared to 97 shown on the 1886
OS map. Of course the trees drawn on the 1931 tithe re-apportionment map may have
been purely diagrammatic, not showing the accurate number of trees, though as the
sale books of Crocket and Nash show many trees were felled before 1886 and this
process probably continued.
The table below shows the number of trees and wood sold from the Bury
between the years 1858-1883:
Trees sold by Crocket and Nash at Thriplow Bury, 1858-18838
Species
Abele*
Acacia
Apple
Ash
Beech
7
8

Timber
2
4
3
129
37

CUL, EDR T1
CRO 296/B/870-968

Poles

Spires+

Pollards

other

Birch
14
Chestnut
4
Elm
501
Larch
883
Lime
1
Maple
10
Oak
4
Poplar
145
Scotch
178
Spruce
220
Sycamore
6
Willow
6
Wych elm
85
Unknown
Total
2,232
* White Poplar
+ Spires are young trees
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89
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A total of 2,232 timber trees were felled in the twenty five years covered by
the sale books of Crocket and Nash, and this from only one estate; there were as many
sold from other estates and other parishes in south Cambridgeshire. Of course these
are all post enclosure; the pre enclosure sale books do not give enough detail to say
from whence the trees come but the sale particulars shown below dating from 1819
show that just as many trees were being sold before enclosure. The number of poles
gives some idea of the amount of coppicing and pollarding there was, though these
details are not well documented.

The first entry in the sale books that specifically gives the place of origin of
the trees as the Bury is dated 1858, thirteen years after the enclosure Award. The
entry is for 100 larch poles and 100 other poles with some topwood and faggots. 9 So
there must have been trees already there as thirteen years is too short a time to provide
coppiced poles and Larch does not coppice anyway. The next entry in 1860 is for 300
larch poles and a large number of trees; there are no sizes given or ages but again if
the trees were planted at enclosure then at 20 years they could be described as ‘trees’
and would be probably thinnings. The largest number of trees felled was Larch
followed by Elm.
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An old coppiced hazel on the bank of the New Ditch. Thriplow Bury.

In 1884 the then Lord of the Manor Henry Perkins went bankrupt and the
estate was sold, most of it was bought by Joseph Ellis who owned most of the rest of
the village. But by 1928 his grandson Arthur Cole Ellis sold the estate. It was
tenanted until it was bought in 1963 by a retired High Court Judge and Lord Justice of
Appeal, Sir Patrick Browne. When Sir Patrick died in 1996 the estate was divided
and his widow Lady Lena Browne kept moved into the Lodge and kept the wood and
meadow. In 2005 She turned it into a charitable trust with a small group of trustees
who were skilled in woodland and wildlife management to run it as a Nature Reserve.
A ten year plan was drawn up to bring the area into full productivity.

THE WILDLIFE:
As previously mentioned this wood is an important habitat in an area of South
Cambridgeshire with little in the way of woodland cover. It is comprised mainly of
deciduous trees, including beech, hazel, oak, horse chestnut, ash and willow.
Elderberry and hawthorn provide cover at a lower level. In spring, large areas of the
woodland floor are covered in snowdrops. The remains of the original drainage
ditches can still be seen, and there are two ponds and an area of open pasture within
the bounds. Needless to say, the wood provides refuge to a variety of birds and
mammals.

In 2001 large areas of the wood were flooded, resulting in a significant number of
trees being lost.

The effects of this flood are still being felt, with older trees

continuing to die. To compensate, many native trees and shrubs have been planted
throughout the wood.

Trees in the wood showing the white marks of the flood level 2001

As well as replanting, a range of other work is underway in Newditch Plantation.
This includes formative pruning of the younger trees, the control of Himalayan
balsam (Impatiens glandulifera) a notifiable alien spreading species, and the
protection of trees against deer and rabbit damage. In recent years many bird boxes
have been put up and these have most successful and future projects include the
placement of bat boxes and the introduction of native wild flowers to the meadow. In
addition, the trustees are looking to obtain grants to enable more significant work,
such as the relining of one of the ponds. It is also hoped that a new survey of the flora
and fauna of the wood will be implemented together with a photographic record of the
wood throughout the year.

Cutting the Indian Balsam
Public access to the wood will be available by prior agreement with the trustees and
probably will be limited initially to specific open days, in an effort to minimize
disturbance of the wildlife. The wood is now being replanted with native species in
the effort to provide a good habitat for wildlife.

THE MEADOW:

The Meadow with Ground Ivy and Blackthorn in bloom

The meadow was originally part of the great Heath that stretched from Royston to
Newmarket; it has a thin layer of sandy soil over chalk and is home to various chalk
grassland plants. Depredation by rabbits and deer is causing much damage and plans
are under way to reduce the number of rabbits. Every tree planted has to be protected
from the deer and small areas of the meadow will gradually be fenced off to allow the
plants to increase and colonise the soil.

Wild centaury in the Meadow
‘It is the duty of us all to speak up and protect wildlife and their habitats,
to treat the land as though we will live forever, so that future generations
may enjoy the beauty we have had the pleasure of knowing.’
Wildlife Rangers Handbook.
To contact us http://newditchplantation.blogspot.com/ or Peter Butchers
pete.butchers@gmail.com, tel. 01763 260105

